
ownership of Philippine enterprises.
The Wall Street Journal, the leading voice of the syn-

archist bankers, signaled their intention in a July 26 editorial,
“Putting the World at Risk.” President Arroyo, they pontifi- Army Whitewashes Abu
cated, “seems sadly oblivious to the consequences of her
folly” in pulling out of Iraq. They pronounced her responsible Ghraib Torture Scandal
for all subsequent kidnappings (!), just as “night does indeed
follow the day.” More ominously, they held Arroyo responsi- by Carl Osgood
ble for the “inept economic policies” which have destroyed
the Philippine economy, and driven Filipinos to seek work in

The Defense Department’s strategy of burying the AbuIraq. While she certainly shares that responsibility, it is largely
due to her following dictates from the Wall Street Journal’s Ghraib torture scandal under a blizzard of investigations that

will pin the blame for abuse and torture of Iraqi detainees onbackers.
But the subtext is: There is a move to dump the Philip- the “aberrant behavior” of a few soldiers, was put into action

on July 22. That was the day the Army released an Inspectorpines, Argentina style.
The United States is not likely to cut back on military General (IG) report on detainee and interrogation operations

in Iraq that concluded that the abuses “were unauthorizedties with the Philippines, since the Cheney Administration is
intent on using the country as one of its multiple military actions taken by a few individuals,” the result of inadequate

supervision.bases surrounding China. Military training programs in the
conflict areas of Mindanao (themselves very controversial, The report was met with incredulity, by several members

of the Senate Armed Services Committee, which held a hear-since the Constitution forbids foreign military forces in com-
bat on domestic soil), and large-scale naval exercises around ing that day; and in the editorial pages of the New York Times

and the Washington Post. The Post commented, “The Penta-Subic Bay, the former U.S. Naval Base north of Manila, are
proceeding as planned. But on the economic front, the United gon cannot be counted on to reliably or thoroughly investigate

the prisoner abuse affair.” The Times concluded that “TheStates has postponed a $20 million commodity loan under
U.S. Public Law 480, clearly owing to Washington’s anger only way to learn why innocent Iraqis were tortured by Ameri-

can soldiers is a formal Congressional inquiry, with sub-over the Iraq pullout of Filipino troops. The beneficiaries of
the PL-480 program are mainly in the troubled province of poena power.”

The IG report contradicts those of the International Com-Mindanao. Earlier in July, the United States diverted a $30
million pledge of support for the development of Mindanao, mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC) on conditions in prisons and

detention camps run by U.S. forces in Iraq, as well as thecomplaining that the Manila government was not moving fast
enough in peace talks with the Moro Islamic Liberation Force investigation of Maj. Gen. Antonio Taguba into abuse of Iraqi

prisoners at the Abu Ghraib prison. It furthermore ignores(MILF) in the region—even though the development fund
was a major part of the government’s package being offered the impact of a long trail of legal opinions issued by Bush

Administration lawyers, beginning a few months after theto the MILF to achieve that peace.
The courage shown by President Arroyo in the pullout Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, that the provisions of the Geneva Con-

ventions do not apply to the so-called war on terrorism, offrom Iraq will have to be sustained and expanded to issues of
the economy, to find and implement a sovereign policy which which the invasion of Iraq has repeatedly been declared a

part. A Jan. 25, 2002 memo by White House counsel Albertoputs the general welfare of the nation before the largely illegit-
imate foreign debt. Former Malaysia Prime Minister Ma- Gonzales called it “a new kind of war” which “renders obso-

lete” and “quaint” some of the provisions of the Geneva Con-hathir bin Mohamad was facing a similar attack on his country
in 1997-98, although with very different predicates. Reflect- vention. The attitude of the Administration was echoed by

Army Chief of Staff Gen. Peter Schoomaker, at the July 22ing back on his own courageous decision at that time, in Sep-
tember 1998, to break from IMF orthodoxy by imposing cur- hearing. While not condoning unlawful activity, he told the

committee, “People ought to understand how dangerous thisrency controls to defeat the speculative attack on the
Malaysian economy, Dr. Mahathir recently said: “We were enemy is and how dangerous the situation we are in, and folks

that are underestimating the challenge we face in this centurystrongly criticised by the Western countries, but we never
bowed to them in any field, because we are responsible to and today are making a big mistake.”

In its February 2004 report, leaked to the Wall Street Jour-our country, to our people. They are not responsible for our
country. To them, if our people suffer, it is not their problem. nal last May, the Red Cross reported, among other things, that

“methods of physical and psychological coercion used by theBut we are responsible; we are elected by the people, and it
is our responsibility to look after the people’s security and interrogators (at Abu Ghraib and elsewhere) appeared to be

part of the standard operating procedures by military intelli-well-being.” This is the mentality and method required in the
Philipines today. gence (MI) to obtain confessions and extract information.”
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The report added that MI personnel told the ICRC that “it was to “individual failure to abide by known standards” and failure
of supervision. Overall, the IG concluded that “incidentspart of the military intelligence process to hold a person . . .

naked in a completely dark and empty cell for a prolonged where detainees were allegedly mistreated occurred as iso-
lated events.”period, to use inhumane and degrading treatment including

physical and psychological coercion . . . to secure their coop-
eration.” The ICRC reported that its delegates had witnessed Skeptical Senators

At the July 22 hearing, Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) noteddetainees being treated in this manner, as well as evidence of
physical abuse consistent with the claims of the detainees that U.S. Central Command chief Gen. John Abizaid had testi-

fied last May, that in regard to detainee and interrogationit interviewed.
With regard to interrogation operations in particular, Gen- operations, “Our doctrine is not right.” Levin said the IG

report finds that Army doctrine needs to be adapted to presenteral Taguba found that an earlier review of interrogation oper-
ations in Iraq conducted by Maj. Gen. Geoffrey Miller—who operations, and makes 50 recommendations for improving

those operations. “The findings and recommendations of thishad been commander of the prison at Guantánamo Bay—
concluded that “detention operations must act as an enabler report will need to be closely examined in light of the addi-

tional allegations of abuse and legal and policy memorandafor interrogation.” Miller recommended that a guard force be
specifically trained subordinate to the interrogation center that have emerged in the last few months,” including the Feb-

ruary 2004 ICRC report and the government memoranda.commander who “sets the conditions for successful interroga-
tion and exploitation of internees/detainees.” He added, “It is “Interrogation techniques witnessed by the ICRC . . . appear

consistent with techniques that we now know were approvedessential that the guard force be actively engaged in setting
the conditions for successful exploitation of the internees.” and later rescinded by high-level Defense Department offi-

cials or by commanders in theater in Iraq,” Levin added.Taguba’s report noted that Miller’s recommendations not
only opposed Army doctrine and regulation, but “clearly run Levin pressed the Army IG, Lt. Gen. Paul Mikolashek, on

doctrine, and on the abuse reported by the ICRC. Mikolashekcounter to the smooth operation of a detention facility.” Mill-
er’s report was dated Sept. 9, 2003; the abuses and torture agreed that there were, indeed, doctrinal problems, particu-

larly in the relationship between military intelligence—whoinside Abu Ghraib that Taguba was investigating took place
during October and November of 2003. have the responsibility for interrogating prisoners—and mili-

tary police, who maintain custody of them. However, “we
found no direct linkage” of the doctrinal problems “to each‘No Systemic Problems Found’

As noted above, the IG report found that the abuses in of those cases of abuse that we reviewed.” Mikolashek also
said that if the abuses in the ICRC report did occur, “TheyIraq and Afghanistan resulted from “unauthorized actions

taken by a few individuals, coupled with the failure of a few were not the result of an approved technique.” Instead, he
maintained, they came from “individual breakdown in fol-leaders to provide adequate monitoring, supervision, and

leadership over those soldiers.” It claimed that “all detainee lowing orders, following procedures that had been pub-
lished.”abuse occurred when one or more individuals failed to adhere

to basic standards of discipline, training, or Army values”; or, The policy issue was also raised by Sen. Jack Reed (D-
R.I.) who asked Mikolashek about “ghost detainees,” prison-in some cases, “by leadership failure at the tactical level.”

It also found that command-approved policies in Iraq and ers deliberately hidden from the ICRC and not reported to be
in the system. Defense Secretary Rumsfeld has admitted thatAfghanistan “generally met legal obligations under U.S. Law,

treaty obligations, and policy, if executed carefully, by trained he ordered at least one individual hidden. “Did you examine
this issue?” Reed asked. Mikolashek claimed “no evidence”soldiers, under the full range of safeguards.” The inspection

team found the policies ambiguous and the training, imple- of any ghost detainees, and admitted that he had not done “a
post mortem” on that issue. “But there is evidence that they didmentation and oversight inconsistent. But, “No confirmed

instance of detainee abuse was caused by the approved pol- exist. There is evidence that that is contrary to our obligations
under the Geneva Convention,” Reed said. He noted that suchicies.”

The inspection also examined 125 case summaries of al- an order from Rumsfeld would have to have been transmitted
through the chain of command. Again, Mikolashek admittedleged abuse, including 31 cases in which no abuse was deter-

mined to have occurred, either by courts martial or due to lack that he did not look at that particular issue.
“I just think the premise of your report that there’s beenof evidence. The 125 cases included 40 deaths of detainees.

Of the 94 cases either still open or in which abuse was con- no systemic problems is undercut by the fact that you didn’t
look into some systemic problems,” Reed concluded. Underfirmed, 45 of them are reported to have occurred at the point

of capture, at battalion level and below, “where most contact further questioning, Mikolashek admitted that his inspection
did not look into command issues above the brigade level. Inwith detainees occurs under the most uncertain, dangerous,

and frequently violent circumstances.” Of the other incidents, fact, the report implies there were no command problems
above the rank of lieutenant colonel.21 occurred at detention facilities; the report attributes those
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